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ABSTRACT

A multi-mode power management circuit is provided. The multi-mode power management circuit includes a second generation (2G) amplifier circuit(s) configured to amplify a 2G radio frequency (RF) signal for transmission in a 2G RF band(s). The multi-mode power management circuit includes a pair of tracker circuitries coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit. Each tracker circuitry includes a charge pump circuitry configured to generate a voltage and a current. When the 2G amplifier circuit amplifies the 2G RF signal for transmission in the 2G RF band(s), both charge pump circuitries are controlled to provide two currents to the 2G amplifier circuit. As a result, the 2G amplifier circuit is able to amplify the 2G RF signal to a higher power corresponding to a sum of the two currents for transmission in the 2G RF band(s).
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MULTI-MODE POWER MANAGEMENT CIRCUIT

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

The technology of the disclosure relates generally to radio frequency (RF) power amplifier circuits.

BACKGROUND

Mobile communication devices have become increasingly common in current society for providing wireless communication services. The prevalence of these mobile communication devices is driven in part by the many functions that are now enabled on such devices. Increased processing capabilities in such devices means that mobile communication devices have evolved from being pure communication tools into sophisticated mobile multimedia centers that enable enhanced user experiences.

Fifth-generation (5G) new radio (NR) (5G-NR) wireless communication technology has been widely regarded as the next wireless communication standard beyond the current third-generation (3G) communication standard, such as wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), and fourth-generation (4G) communication standard, such as long-term evolution (LTE). The 5G-NR wireless communication technology is expected to enable significantly higher data rates, improved coverage range, enhanced signaling efficiency, and reduced latency compared to wireless communication systems based on the 3G and 4G communication standards.

Concurrent to supporting the 3G, 4G, and 5G wireless communication technologies, a mobile communication device may also need to support legacy second-generation (2G) wireless communication technologies, such as wireless communication based on such legacy cellular technologies as global system for mobile communications (GSM), general radio packet service (GPRS), enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE), and code-division multiple-access (CDMA). Given that 2G radio frequency (RF) bands, such as GSM 850 MHz band, GSM 900 MHz band, GSM 1800 MHz band, and GSM 1900 MHz band, are re-farmed in many geographical regions to support 3G and/or 4G communications, it is desirable that the 2G, 3G, 4G, and/or 5G wireless communication technologies can coexist in harmony in the mobile communication device.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the disclosure relate to a multi-mode power management circuit. The multi-mode power management circuit includes a second generation (2G) amplifier circuit(s) configured to amplify a 2G radio frequency (RF) signal for transmission in a 2G RF band(s). In examples discussed herein, the 2G RF signal may be encoded based on a 2G wireless communication protocol, such as global system for mobile communications (GSM). The multi-mode power management includes a power pair of the circuitry coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit. Each tracker circuitry includes a charge pump circuit configured to generate a voltage and a current. When the 2G amplifier circuit amplifies the 2G RF signal for transmission in the 2G RF band(s), both charge pump circuitry is controlled to provide two currents to the 2G amplifier circuit. As a result, the 2G amplifier circuit is able to amplify the 2G RF signal to a higher power corresponding to a sum of the two currents for transmission in the 2G RF band(s).

In one aspect, a multi-mode power management circuit is provided. The multi-mode power management circuit includes a 2G amplifier circuit configured to amplify a 2G RF signal encoded based on a 2G communication protocol for transmission in a 2G RF band. The multi-mode power management circuit also includes switching circuitry comprising a 2G output port coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit. The multi-mode power management circuit also includes first a tracker circuitry having a first tracker output coupled to the switching circuitry and comprises first charge pump circuitry configured to generate a first voltage and a first current. The multi-mode power management circuit also includes second a tracker circuitry having a second tracker output coupled to the switching circuitry and comprises second charge pump circuitry configured to generate a second voltage and a second current. The multi-mode power management circuit also includes control circuitry configured to control the switching circuitry to couple a first the charge pump circuitry and the second charge pump circuitry to the 2G output port to provide the first current and the second current to the 2G amplifier circuit in a 2G-high-power (2GHP) mode. The 2G amplifier circuit is further configured to amplify the 2G RF signal to a defined power corresponding to a sum of the first current and the second current.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate the scope of the present disclosure and realize additional aspects thereof after reading the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments in association with the accompanying drawing figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING FIGURES

The accompanying drawing figures incorporated in and forming a part of this specification illustrate several aspects of the disclosure, and together with the description serve to explain the principles of the disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit configured to support at least one second-generation (2G) amplifier circuit configured to amplify a 2G radio frequency (RF) signal in a 2G-high-power (2GHP) mode or a 2G-low-power (2GLP) mode for transmission in at least one 2G RF band;

FIGS. 2A-2B are schematic diagrams providing exemplary illustrations of charge pump circuitries in the multi-mode power management circuit of FIG. 1 configured to reduce equivalent series resistance (ESR) in the multi-mode power management circuit;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram providing an exemplary illustration of switching circuitry in the multi-mode power management circuit of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit according another embodiment of present disclosure; and

FIG. 4B is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit according another embodiment of present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The embodiments set forth below represent the necessary information to enable those skilled in the art to practice the embodiments and illustrate the best mode of practicing the embodiments. Upon reading the following description in light of the accompanying drawing figures, those skilled in
the art will understand the concepts of the disclosure and will recognize applications of these concepts not particularly addressed herein. It should be understood that these concepts and applications fall within the scope of the disclosure and the accompanying claims.

It will be understood that, although the terms first, second, etc. may be used herein to describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one element from another. For example, a first element could be termed a second element, and, similarly, a second element could be termed a first element, without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. As used herein, the term “and/or” includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items.

It will be understood that when an element such as a layer, region, or substrate is referred to as being “on” or extending “onto” another element, it can be directly on or extend directly onto the other element or intervening elements may also be present. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being “directly on” or extending “directly onto” another element, there are no intervening elements present. Likewise, it will be understood that when an element such as a layer, region, or substrate is referred to as being “over” or extending “over” another element, it can be directly over or extend directly over the other element or intervening elements may also be present. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being “directly over” or extending “directly over” another element, there are no intervening elements present. It will also be understood that when an element is referred to as being “connected” or “coupled” to another element, it can be directly connected or coupled to the other element or intervening elements may be present. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being “directly connected” or “directly coupled” to another element, there are no intervening elements present.

Relative terms such as “below” or “above” or “upper” or “lower” or “horizontal” or “vertical” may be used herein to describe a relationship of one element, layer, or region to another element, layer, or region as illustrated in the Figures. It will be understood that these terms and those discussed above are intended to encompass different orientations of the device in addition to the orientation depicted in the Figures.

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the disclosure. As used herein, the singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the” are intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the terms “comprises,” “comprising,” “includes,” and/or “including” when used herein specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.

Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this disclosure belongs. It will be further understood that terms used herein should be interpreted as having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning in the context of this specification and the relevant art and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.

Embodiments of the disclosure relate to a multi-mode power management circuit. The multi-mode power management circuit includes a secondary generation (2G) amplifier circuit(s) configured to amplify a 2G radio frequency (RF) signal for transmission in a 2G RF band(s). In examples discussed herein, the 2G RF signal may be encoded based on a 2G wireless communication protocol, such as global system for mobile communications (GSM). The multi-mode power management includes a pair of tracker circuits coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit. Each tracker circuit includes a charge pump circuit configured to generate a voltage and a current. When the 2G amplifier circuit amplifies the 2G RF signal for transmission in the 2G RF band(s), both charge pump circuits are controlled to provide two currents to the 2G amplifier circuit. As a result, the 2G amplifier circuit is able to amplify the 2G RF signal to a higher power corresponding to a sum of the two currents for transmission in the 2G RF band(s).

In this regard, FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit configured to support at least one 2G amplifier circuit configured to amplify a 2G RF signal in a 2G-high-power (2GHP) mode or a 2G-low-power (2GLP) mode for transmission in at least one 2G RF band. Notably, the multi-mode power management circuit includes additional amplifier circuits configured to amplify additional RF signals for transmission in additional RF bands, such as third-generation (3G) RF bands, fourth-generation (4G) RF bands, and/or fifth-generation new radio (5G-NR) RF bands. These additional amplifier circuits are not shown in FIG. 1 merely for the sake of simplicity and should not be regarded as being limiting.

In a non-limiting example, the 2G RF signal is encoded based on a 2G communication protocol, such as GSM protocol, general packet radio service (GPRS) protocol, and enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE) protocol. Accordingly, the 2G RF signal can be transmitted in such 2G cellular bands as GSM 850 MHz band, GSM 900 MHz band, GSM 1800 MHz band, and/or GSM 1900 MHz band.

In examples discussed hereinafter, the multi-mode power management circuit includes a first tracker circuit configured to support a 2G-high-power (2GHP) mode and a 2G-low-power (2GLP) mode. In a non-limiting example, the 2GHP mode, the 2G amplifier circuit amplifies the 2G RF signal to a defined power $P_{OUT}$ greater than or equal to 30 dBm (≥30 dBm). In contrast, in the 2GLP mode, the 2G amplifier circuit amplifies the 2G RF signal to a defined power $P_{OUT}$ less than 30 dBm (<30 dBm).

The multi-mode power management circuit includes first tracker circuit configured 16A and second tracker circuit configured 16B. The first tracker 16A includes a first tracker output 18A coupled to the second amplifier circuit 12. The first tracker circuit includes first charge pump circuit 20A and a first parallel amplifier 22A. The first charge pump circuit 20A receives a battery voltage $V_{BAT}$ and generates a first current $I_{PC}$, which can be a direct current (DC) current, an alternate current (AC) current, or a combination of both, at the first tracker output 18A. The first charge pump circuit 20A can also generate a first voltage $V_{CCEA}$ which will be an average power tracking (APT) voltage, at the first tracker output 18A. The first parallel amplifier 22A generates a first modulated voltage $V_{CCA}$ which will be an envelope tracking (ET) modulated voltage, at the first tracker output 18A. In this regard, the first parallel amplifier 22A receives a first target voltage $V_{TARGET}$ at a first voltage input 24A and generates the first modulated voltage $V_{CCA}$ tracking the first target voltage $V_{TARGET}$. The first target voltage $V_{TARGET}$ can be an ET voltage. Accordingly, the first parallel amplifier 22A generates the first modulated voltage $V_{CCA}$ as a first ET modulated voltage. The first
parallel amplifier 22A is coupled to a first feedback loop 26A, which provides a sample of the first modulated voltage $V_{CCB}$ back to the first parallel amplifier 22A.

The second tracker circuitry 16B includes a second tracker output 18B coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit 12. The second tracker circuitry 16B includes a second charge pump circuitry 20B and a second parallel amplifier 22B. The second charge pump circuitry 20B receives the battery voltage $V_{BAT}$ and generates a second current $I_g$, which can be a DC current, an AC current, or a combination of both, at the second tracker output 18B. The second charge pump circuitry 20B can also generate a second voltage $V_{CCB}$, which will be an AP voltage, at the second tracker output 18B. The second parallel amplifier 22B is configured to generate a second modulated voltage $V_{CCB}$, which will be an ET modulated voltage, at the second tracker output 18B. In this regard, the second parallel amplifier 22B receives a second target voltage $V_{TARGETB}$ at a second voltage input 24B and generates the second modulated voltage $V_{CCB}$ tracking the second target voltage $V_{TARGETB}$. The second target voltage $V_{TARGETB}$ can be any ET voltage. Accordingly, the second parallel amplifier 22B generates the second modulated voltage $V_{CCB}$ as a second ET modulated voltage. The second parallel amplifier 22B is coupled to a second feedback loop 26B, which provides a sample of the second modulated voltage $V_{CCB}$ back to the second parallel amplifier 22B.

The multi-mode power management circuit 10 includes switching circuitry 28. The switching circuitry 28 includes a 2G output port 30 coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit 12. The switching circuitry 28 is coupled to the first tracker circuitry 16A and the second tracker circuitry 16B. In a non-limiting example, the 2G output port 30 is a port dedicated to coupling the 2G amplifier circuit 12 to the first tracker circuitry 16A and/or the second tracker circuitry 16B. As is further discussed later with reference to FIG. 3, the switching circuitry 28 includes one or more switches that can be individually or concurrently controlled to provide the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ from the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ and/or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ to the 2G amplifier circuit 12 in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode.

The multi-mode power management circuit 10 includes control circuitry 32, which may be implemented by a microprocessor, a microcontroller, or a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). In both the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 controls the switching circuitry 28 to couple the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B to the 2G output port 30 to provide the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ to the 2G amplifier circuit 12. As such, the 2G amplifier circuit 12 receives a sum of the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ from both the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode. Accordingly, the 2G amplifier circuit 12 can amplify the 2G RF signal 14 to the defined power $P_{OUT}$ corresponding to the sum of the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$. In a non-limiting example, the first current $I_o$ substantially equals the second current $I_g$ (e.g., $I_o=I_g=0.1$ mA). In this regard, each of the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B contributes approximately one-half ($\frac{1}{2}$) of the total current flowing through the 2G amplifier circuit 12. Notably, the defined power $P_{OUT}$ in the 2GLP mode is less than the defined power $P_{OUT}$ in the 2GHP mode. Accordingly, the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ provided to the 2G amplifier circuit 12 can each be at a reduced amount relative to the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ provided to the 2G amplifier circuit 12 in the 2GHP mode. Alternatively, it may also be possible for the control circuitry 32 to control the switching circuitry 28 to couple the first charge pump circuitry 20A or the second charge pump circuitry 20B to the 2G output port 30 to provide the first current $I_o$ or the second current $I_g$ to the 2G amplifier circuit 12.

In addition, in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 controls the switching circuitry 28 to provide either the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ to the 2G amplifier circuit 12. Notably, the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ is generated as an AP voltage (e.g., constant voltage), as opposed to being an ET voltage. Accordingly, the 2G amplifier circuit 12 amplifies the 2G RF signal 14 to the defined power $P_{OUT}$ corresponding to the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ multiplied by the sum of the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ ($P_{OUT}=V_{CCB}^2(I_o+I_g)$ or $P_{OUT}=V_{CCB}^2(I_o+I_g)$).

In a non-limiting example, when the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ is maintained at 5 V, the first charge pump circuitry 20A can generate the first current $I_o$ up to 330 mA. Likewise, the second charge pump circuitry 20B can generate the second current $I_g$ up to 330 mA. Accordingly, in the 2GHP mode, if the 2G amplifier circuit 12 operates at a power amplifier efficiency (PAE) of 45% for example, the 2G amplifier circuit 12 would be able to amplify the 2G RF signal 14 up to 31.72 dBm. By increasing or decreasing the first current $I_o$ and the second current $I_g$ it is possible to control the defined power $P_{OUT}$ of the 2G RF signal 14, thus enabling the multi-mode power management circuit 10 to efficiently switch between the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode without adding additional cost and size overhead.

In a non-limiting example, each of the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B can include a capacitor(s) and/or an inductor(s). Notably, the capacitor(s) and/or the inductor(s) are not ideal components providing only capacitance and/or inductance. As a result, the capacitor(s) and/or the inductor(s) can create additional resistance, which is commonly defined and measured as equivalent series resistance (ESR), in the multi-mode power management circuit 10. The ESR may cause a dropout in the first voltage $V_{CCB}$ and/or the second voltage $V_{CCB}$ thus reducing efficiency of the multi-mode power management circuit 10. As such, it may be desirable to configure the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode to help reduce the ESR in the multi-mode power management circuit 10.

In this regard, FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram providing an exemplary illustration of the first charge pump circuitry 20A of FIG. 1 configured to reduce ESR in the multi-mode power management circuit 10. Common elements between FIGS. 1 and 2A are shown therein with common element numbers and will not be re-described herein.

The first charge pump circuitry 20A includes a first power inductor 34A coupled to the first tracker output 18A. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a first input node 36A coupled to a battery 38 to receive a battery voltage $V_{BAT}$. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a first output node 40A coupled to the first power inductor 34A. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a first boost charge pump 42A coupled between the first input node 36A and the first output node 40A.

The first charge pump circuitry 20A includes a first switch SW1 and a second switch SW2 provided in series between the first input node 36A and the first output node 40A. The first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2 inherently have a first resistance R1 and a second resistance R2, respectively. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a third
switch SW3 and a fourth switch SW4 provided in series between the first input node 36A and a ground 44, in parallel to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2. The third switch SW3 and the fourth switch SW4 inherently have a third resistance R3 and a fourth resistance R4, respectively. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a fifth switch SW11 provided between the first input node 36A and the first output node 40A in parallel to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a sixth switch SW12 provided between the first input node 36A and a ground 44. The fifth switch SW11 and the sixth switch SW12 inherently have a fifth resistance R11 and a sixth resistance R12, respectively. The first charge pump circuitry 20A also includes a first capacitor 46A having an end 48A coupled to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2 and a second end 50A coupled to the second switch SW3 and the fourth switch SW4.

In the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 controls the first charge pump circuitry 20A to close the first switch SW1, the second switch SW2, the fourth switch SW4, and the fifth switch SW11, while opening the third switch SW3 and the sixth switch SW12. As such, the switch SW1 and the switch SW2 are coupled in parallel to the fifth switch SW11. As a result, overall resistance associated with the first switch SW1, the second switch SW2, and the fifth switch SW11 is reduced to (R1+R2)R11, thus helping to reduce ESR of the first charge pump circuitry 20A. In addition, by opening the third switch SW3 and closing the fourth switch SW4, the first capacitor 46A can act as a decoupling capacitor to further reduce the ESR of the first charge pump circuitry 20A.

FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram providing an exemplary illustration of the second charge pump circuitry 20B of FIG. 1 for reducing ESR in the multi-mode power management circuit 10. Common elements between FIGS. 1, 2A, and 2B are shown therein with common element numbers and will not be re-described herein.

The second charge pump circuitry 20B includes a second power inductor 34B coupled to the second tracker output 18B. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a second input node 36B coupled to the battery 38 to receive the battery voltage V_{BAT}. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a second output node 40B coupled to the second power inductor 34B. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a second boost charge pump 42B coupled between the second input node 36B and the second output node 40B.

Similar to the first charge pump circuitry 20A, the second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a first switch SW1 and a second switch SW2 provided in series between the second input node 36B and the second output node 40B. The first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2 inherently have a first resistance R1 and a second resistance R2, respectively. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a third switch SW3 and a fourth switch SW4 provided in series between the second input node 36B and the ground 44, in parallel to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2. The third switch SW3 and the fourth switch SW4 inherently have a third resistance R3 and a fourth resistance R4, respectively. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a fifth switch SW11 provided between the second input node 36B and the second output node 40B in parallel to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a sixth switch SW12 provided between the second output node 40B and the ground 44. The fifth switch SW11 and the sixth switch SW12 inherently have a fifth resistance R11 and a sixth resistance R12, respectively. The second charge pump circuitry 20B also includes a second capacitor 46B having an end 48B coupled to the first switch SW1 and the second switch SW2 and a second end 50B coupled to the third switch SW3 and the fourth switch SW4.

In the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 controls the second charge pump circuitry 20B to close the first switch SW1, the second switch SW2, the fourth switch SW4, and the fifth switch SW11, while opening the third switch SW3 and the sixth switch SW12. As such, the switch SW1 and the switch SW2 are coupled in parallel to the fifth switch SW11. As a result, overall resistance associated with the first switch SW1, the second switch SW2, and the fifth switch SW11 is reduced to (R1+R2)R11, thus helping to reduce ESR of the second charge pump circuitry 20B. In addition, by opening the third switch SW3 and closing the fourth switch SW4, the second capacitor 46B can act as a decoupling capacitor to help further reduce the ESR of the second charge pump circuitry 20B.

In this regard, in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 can concurrently control the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B according to the switching mechanism described above in FIGS. 2A and 2B. As a result, it is possible to concurrently reduce the ESR associated with the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B, thus helping to improve overall efficiency of the multi-mode power management circuit 10. In a non-limiting example, a simulation indicates that the overall efficiency of the multi-mode power management circuit 10 can be improved by approximately 1% as a result of the ESR reduction in the first charge pump circuitry 20A and the second charge pump circuitry 20B.

As previously mentioned in FIG. 1, the switching circuitry 28 includes switches that can be individually or concurrently controlled to provide the first current I_{P1}, the second current I_{P2}, the first voltage V_{CCR} and/or the second voltage V_{CCR} to the 2G amplifier circuit 12 in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode. In this regard, FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram providing an exemplary illustration of the switching circuitry 28 of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the present disclosure. Common elements between FIGS. 1 and 3 are shown therein with common element numbers and will not be re-described herein.

The switching circuitry 28 includes an auxiliary output port 52, a first input port 54, a second input port 56, a third input port 58, and a fourth input port 60. In a non-limiting example, the first input port 54 and the third input port 58 are coupled to the first tracker output 18A. In the same non-limiting example, the second input port 56 is coupled to the second tracker output 18B and the fourth input port 60 is coupled to the ground 44.

The switching circuitry 28 also includes a first input switch SW1_{IN}, a second input switch SW2_{IN}, a first output switch SW1_{OUT}, and a second output switch SW2_{OUT}. The first input switch SW1_{IN} and the second input switch SW2_{IN} are provided in series between the first input port 54 and the second input port 56. The first input switch SW1_{IN} is coupled to the second input switch SW2_{IN} at a first coupling node 62, which is further coupled to the 2G output port 30. The first output switch SW1_{OUT} and the second output switch SW2_{OUT} are provided in series between the third input port 58 and the fourth input port 60. The first output switch SW1_{OUT} is coupled to the second output switch SW2_{OUT} at a second coupling node 64, which is further...
coupled to the auxiliary output port 52. The switching circuitry 28 also includes a decoupling capacitor 66. The decoupling capacitor 66 has a first end 68 coupled to the 2G output port 30 and a second end 70 coupled to the auxiliary output port 52.

In a non-limiting example, the 2G amplifier circuit 12 is coupled to the 2G output port 30 via the first end 68 of the decoupling capacitor 66. In this regard, in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 can close the second output switch SW2_OUT to couple the auxiliary output port 52 to the ground 44. In the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode, the control circuitry 32 can close the first input switch SW1_IN or the second input switch SW2_IN to provide the first voltage V_cc1 or the second voltage V_cc2 to the 2G output port 30 and thus the 2G amplifier circuit 12.

As previously described in FIG. 1, the multi-mode power management circuit 10 includes additional amplifier circuits configured to amplify additional RF signals for transmission in additional RF bands, such as 3G RF bands, 4G RF bands, and/or 5G-NR RF bands. In a non-limiting example, the multi-mode power management circuit 10 can include a first non-2G amplifier circuit 72 and a second non-2G amplifier circuit 74. The first non-2G amplifier circuit 72 is configured to amplify a non-2G RF signal 76 for transmission in at least one first non-2G RF band. The second non-2G amplifier circuit 74 is configured to amplify the non-2G RF signal 76 for transmission in at least two non-2G RF bands. For example, the non-2G RF signal 76 may be encoded based on a 3G communication protocol, such as wideband code-division multiple-access (WCDMA), a 4G communication protocol, such as long-term evolution (LTE), or a 5G-NR communication protocol. Accordingly, the first non-2G amplifier circuit 72 and/or the second non-2G amplifier circuit 74 can amplify the non-2G RF signal 76 for transmission in a 3G RF band, 4G RF band, or a 5G RF band.

In a non-limiting example, the first non-2G amplifier 72 and the second non-2G amplifier circuit 74 can be configured to amplify the non-2G RF signal 76 for concurrent transmission in an uplink carrier aggregation (ULCA) mode. In this regard, the control circuitry 32 may close the first output switch SW1_OUT to couple the first non-2G amplifier circuit 72 to the first tracker output 18A. The control circuitry 32 may concurrently close the second input switch SW2_IN to couple the second non-2G amplifier circuit 74 to the second tracker output 18B. In the ULCA mode, the control circuitry may open the second output switch SW2_OUT to decouple the decoupling capacitor 66 from the auxiliary output port 52. Given that the first tracker circuitry 16A is providing the first voltage V_cc1 to the first non-2G amplifier circuit 72, the control circuitry 32 may further open the first input switch SW1_IN.

In a non-limiting example, the control circuitry 32 may activate the first parallel amplifier 22A and the second parallel amplifier 22B, as shown in FIG. 1, to provide the first modulated voltage V_cc1 and the second modulated voltage V_cc2, respectively. In this regard, the first non-2G amplifier circuit 72 and the second non-2G amplifier circuit 74 can amplify the non-2G RF signal 76 based on ET modulation.

Two alternative embodiments of the switching circuitry 28 are now discussed with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B. FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit 10A according another embodiment of present disclosure. Common elements between FIGS. 1, 3, and 4A are shown therein with common element numbers and will not be re-described herein.

As illustrated in FIG. 4A, the multi-mode power management circuit 10A includes switching circuitry 28A. The switching circuitry 28A further includes a fifth input port 78A that can be coupled to the 2G output port 30 to help reduce the ESR in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode.

FIG. 4B is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-mode power management circuit 10B according another embodiment of present disclosure. Common elements between FIGS. 1, 3, and 4B are shown therein with common element numbers and will not be re-described herein.

As illustrated in FIG. 4B, the multi-mode power management circuit 10B includes switching circuitry 28B. The switching circuitry 28B further includes a fifth input port 78B that can be coupled to the auxiliary output port 52 to help reduce the ESR in the 2GHP mode and the 2GLP mode.

Those skilled in the art will recognize improvements and modifications to the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure. All such improvements and modifications are considered within the scope of the concepts disclosed herein and the claims that follow.

What is claimed is:

1. A multi-mode power management circuit comprising: a second-generation (2G) amplifier circuit configured to amplify a 2G radio frequency (RF) signal encoded based on a 2G communication protocol for transmission in a 2G RF band; a switching circuitry comprising a 2G output port coupled to the 2G amplifier circuit; a first tracker circuitry having a first tracker output coupled to the switching circuitry and comprising a first charge pump circuitry configured to generate a first voltage and a first current; a second tracker circuitry having a second tracker output coupled to the switching circuitry and comprising second charge pump circuitry configured to generate a second voltage and a second current; and control circuitry configured to control the switching circuitry to couple the first charge pump circuitry and the second charge pump circuitry to the 2G output port to provide the first current and the second current to the 2G amplifier circuit in a 2G-high-power (2GHP) mode; wherein the 2G amplifier circuit is further configured to amplify the 2G RF signal to a defined power corresponding to a sum of the first current and the second current.

2. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the control circuitry is further configured to control the switching circuitry to couple the first charge pump circuitry and the second charge pump circuitry to the 2G output port to provide the first current and the second current to the 2G amplifier circuit in a 2G-low-power (2GLP) mode, wherein the first current and the second current provided in the 2GLP mode are each at a reduced amount relative to the first current and the second current provided in the 2GHP mode.

3. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the control circuitry is further configured to control the switching circuitry to couple the first charge pump circuitry and the second charge pump circuitry to the 2G output port to provide the first current or the second current to the 2G amplifier circuit in a 2G-low-power (2GLP) mode.

4. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the first current substantially equals the second current.
5. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the 2G RF signal is encoded based on the 2G communication protocol selected from the group consisting of: a global system for mobile communications (GSM) protocol; a general packet radio service (GPRS) protocol; an enhanced data rate for GSM evolution (EDGE) protocol; and a code-division multiple-access (CDMA) protocol.

6. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the 2G RF signal is transmitted in a 2G RF band selected from the group consisting of: a global system for mobile communications (GSM) 850 MHz band; a GSM 900 MHz band; a GSM 1800 MHz band; and a GSM 1900 MHz band.

7. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein:
   - the first charge pump circuitry comprises:
     - a first power inductor coupled to the first tracker output;
     - a first input node coupled to a battery;
     - a first output node coupled to the first power inductor; and
     - a first boost charge pump coupled between the first input node and the first output node; and
   - the second charge pump circuitry comprises:
     - a second power inductor coupled to the second tracker output;
     - a second input node coupled to the battery;
     - a second output node coupled to the second power inductor; and
     - a second boost charge pump coupled between the second input node and the second output node.

8. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 7 wherein each of the first boost charge pump and the second boost charge pump comprises:
   - a first switch and a second switch provided in series between the first input node and the first output node;
   - a third switch and a fourth switch provided in series between the first input node and a ground and in parallel to the first switch and the second switch;
   - a fifth switch provided between the first input node and the first output node in parallel to the first switch and the second switch;
   - a sixth switch provided between the first output node and the ground; and
   - a first capacitor having a first end coupled between the first switch and the second switch and a second end coupled between the third switch and the fourth switch.

9. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 8 wherein:
   - the control circuitry is further configured to control the first charge pump circuitry to provide the first voltage to the 2G amplifier circuit; and
   - the 2G amplifier circuit is further configured to amplify the 2G RF signal to the defined power corresponding to the first voltage multiplied by the sum of the first current and the second current.

10. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 9 wherein the first voltage is provided as an average power tracking (APT) voltage.

11. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 9 wherein the control circuitry is further configured to:
   - close the first switch, the second switch, the fourth switch, and the fifth switch; and
   - open the third switch and the sixth switch.

12. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 8 wherein:
   - the control circuitry is further configured to control the second charge pump circuitry to provide the second voltage to the 2G amplifier circuit; and
   - the 2G amplifier circuit is further configured to amplify the 2G RF signal to the defined power corresponding to the second voltage multiplied by the sum of the first current and the second current.

13. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 12 wherein the second voltage is provided as an average power tracking (APT) voltage.

14. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 12 wherein the control circuitry is further configured to:
   - close the first switch, the second switch, the fourth switch, and the fifth switch; and
   - open the third switch and the sixth switch.

15. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 1 wherein the switching circuitry further comprises:
   - an auxiliary output port;
   - a first input port coupled to the first tracker output;
   - a second input port coupled to the second tracker output;
   - a third input port coupled to the first tracker output;
   - a fourth input port coupled to a ground;
   - a first input switch and a second input switch provided in series between the first input port and the second input port, wherein the first input switch is coupled to the second input switch at a first coupling node and the first coupling node is coupled to the 2G output port;
   - a first output switch and a second output switch provided in series between the third input port and the fourth input port, wherein the first output switch is coupled to the second output switch at a second coupling node and the second coupling node is coupled to the auxiliary output port; and
   - a decoupling capacitor having a first end coupled to the 2G output port and a second end coupled to the auxiliary output port.

16. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 15 wherein the 2G amplifier circuit is coupled to the first end of the decoupling capacitor.

17. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 16 wherein the control circuitry is further configured to close the second output switch to couple the auxiliary output port to the ground in the 2GHP mode.

18. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 15 further comprising:
   - a first non-2G amplifier circuit coupled to the auxiliary output port and configured to amplify a non-2G RF signal for transmission in at least one first non-2G RF band; and
   - a second non-2G amplifier circuit coupled to the 2G output port and configured to amplify the non-2G RF signal for transmission in at least one second non-2G RF band.

19. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 18 wherein:
   - the non-2G RF signal is encoded based on a communication protocol selected from the group consisting of: a third-generation (3G) communication protocol; a fourth-generation (4G) communication protocol; and a fifth-generation (5G) communication protocol; and
   - the non-2G RF signal is amplified for transmission in a RF band selected from the group consisting of: a 3G RF band; a 4G RF band; and a 5G RF band.

20. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 18 wherein in an uplink carrier aggregation (ULCA) mode, the control circuitry is further configured to:
close the first output switch to couple the first non-2G amplifier circuit to the first tracker output; and close the second input switch to couple the second non-2G amplifier circuit to the second tracker output.

21. The multi-mode power management circuit of claim 20 wherein in the ULCA mode, the control circuitry is further configured to open the second output switch to decouple the decoupling capacitor from the auxiliary output port.